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A B S T R A C T

The interfacial transition zones (ITZs) are supposed to promote fluid transport through concrete. As a con-
sequence, one would expect an increase in permeability with an increasing aggregate fraction. This has been
shown in some experiments, however, the opposite effect is observed as well. The permeability ratio of ITZ to
matrix seems to be a key parameter in interpreting this controversial phenomenon. A higher ratio favors the flow
of water through the interface zone. This work aims at studying this ratio at various conditions (i.e., hydration
degree, water/cement ratio, particle size range and water saturation degree) using a numerical model, so that
the influence of the ITZ on the permeability of cementitious composites can be better understood. The findings
presented in this paper can provide a new perspective on controversial experimental results as to the effect of the
ITZ on transport capacity.

1. Introduction

Concrete on meso-level is generally considered a three-phase ma-
terial. Major components are the cement matrix and aggregate parti-
cles. However, modifications of the cement structure around aggregate
surfaces referred to by the interface zone can be viewed as the third
phase. This ITZ reveals significant compositional differences as com-
pared to the bulk paste. These differences are most significant very
close to the aggregate surface and gradually diminish away from the
aggregate grain surface to become insignificant at a certain distance
(15–50 μm) [1]. The ITZ differs from bulk paste in porosity, pore size
and also in the complementary anhydrous cement and C-S-H (calcium
silicate hydrate) contents. In general, the ITZ contains less anhydrous
cement grains, larger pores and higher porosity, resulting in higher
transport properties (i.e., permeability, diffusivity and conductivity) in
contrast to that of bulk paste. The ITZ fraction goes up and the spacing
between adjacent ITZs decreases at increased aggregate content, both
leading to a larger degree of ITZ overlap. According to the ITZ perco-
lation theory [2], the ITZs will mutually connect and thus fast-con-
duction pathways will be formed through the material once the ag-
gregate content reaches a threshold value. In theory, the permeability
of concrete should rise at the increased aggregate content and a sudden
increase can be expected at the percolation threshold [3]. This is con-
firmed by Halamickova's work [4]. Yet, it is not always the case in

practice. Contradictory results are also experimentally obtained in
permeability tests. As an example, the permeability of concrete is ob-
served to go down at an increased aggregate fraction in [5]. A similar
controversy exists regarding the influence of the ITZ on chloride dif-
fusivity and electrical conductivity [6–8].

Although earlier studies [8–10] have been performed to better un-
derstand why such contradictory observations exist, the ITZ structures
were in general simply treated as homogenous layers covering the
surface of hydrating cement grains. Furthermore, the existing models
[11–12] that have looked at the effect of technological parameters on
the contrast ratio of ITZ to bulk cement paste are mostly based on
diffusion rather than on permeation. The objective of this paper is to
study the influence of several technological parameters (i.e., hydration
degree, water/cement ratio, cement particle size range and water sa-
turation degree) on the permeability of the ITZ and bulk paste. For that
purpose, the ITZ is numerically constructed using a DEM-based (Dis-
crete Element Modelling) approach, as will be described in Section 2.1.
It is expected that the presented work can provide a new perspective on
this controversial experimental phenomenon.

In general, there exists a set of competing effects when adding ag-
gregates to the cement matrix [5,9]. On the one hand, porous matrix is
replaced by impermeable aggregate, resulting in a decline in the total
porosity and thus permeability. This is denoted as the dilution effect.
The enlarged amount of aggregates also leads to an increase in the
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tortuosity of transport paths [13]. These two effects mainly result in
reduced transport properties. This is counteracted by the enlarged area
of the more porous ITZ, facilitating the ingress of fluid and thus pro-
motes the transport properties. As a consequence, the effects of ag-
gregates on concrete's transport properties depend on which factor will
dominate the scene. According to Garboczi and Bentz [14], the con-
ductivity ratio of ITZ to matrix paste (σITZ/σmatrix) is an important
parameter in determining the relationship between mortar conductivity
and the sand volume fraction. It is found that a value of the σITZ/σmatrix

of at least 10 to 20 is required to compensate for detrimental effects so
that the conductivity of mortar can be enhanced at increased sand
content. Later, Shane et al. [15] further pointed out that σITZ/σmatrix

varies with the hydration time and is actually a function of the degree
of hydration. The peak with a value of approximately 7 only occurs
when the degree of hydration is around 0.7. This value is below 10, so it
is not likely that the ITZ will significantly enhance the conductivity of
mortar [15]. From permeability studies it is already known that per-
meability is much more sensitive to pore size than conductivity is [4–5].
Due to the large pores in the ITZ region, the permeability ratio between
ITZ and matrix paste (κITZ/κmatrix) is expected to be much larger than
the conductivity ratio σITZ/σmatrix. In reality, the difference may be even
larger because of microcracks in concrete. Nevertheless, the threshold
value for σITZ/σmatrix and κITZ/κmatrix that is used to evaluate the influ-
ence of the ITZ on transport properties of cementitious material is
supposed to be similar. When κITZ/κmatrix is exceeding the threshold
value, the ITZ effect will outweigh the other effects of the aggregate, so
that the ITZ is supposed to enhance the permeability of concrete.
Otherwise, the dilution and tortuosity effects become dominant, which
leads to a reduced permeability at an increased aggregate content.
Fig. 1 shows the different effects of the ITZ on the conductivity of
mortar at increasing sand volume fraction. It seems that the con-
ductivity ratio between the ITZ and the bulk matrix should exceed a
threshold so that the ITZ would promote the conductivity of mortar.
However, relatively little is known about the quantitative differences
between the permeability of the ITZ and the bulk paste. Additionally,
cementitious materials in service are seldom fully saturated due to
water evaporation. Yet, the saturation degree of specimens has been
proven an important factor governing permeability [16–19]. It should
likewise affect the value of κITZ/κmatrix. Unfortunately, experimental
research on the κITZ/κmatrix relationship to the permeability of concrete
has not been conducted yet. It will constitute therefore the main content
of the presented work. Since experimental measurements on

permeability of cementitious materials usually require specialized
equipment and long periods of time to complete, a modelling approach
is employed in the present case due to its economic and reliable char-
acteristics. Drying-induced micro-cracking is another crucial factor af-
fecting the transport properties of concrete and thus the permeability
ratio (κITZ/κmatrix), as shown by recent experimental and 3D modelling
studies [20–23]. Due to the nature of ITZ, cracks in practice tend to
initiate in this zone. Once these cracks coalesce, the water ingress
process could be promoted, resulting in a higher κITZ/κmatrix. Moreover,
air voids may exist in mortars or concretes in real experiments due to
inadequate compaction and thus exaggerate the ITZ effect. This may be
the reason why the measured permeability in [4] goes up with the in-
creasing aggregate content. However, the influence of micro-cracks on
water transport of cementitious materials is not within the scope of this
study.

In this paper, a systematic study is performed to evaluate the in-
fluence of several parameters (i.e., degree of hydration, water/cement
ratio, particle size range and saturation degree) on the value of κITZ/
κmatrix. A brief introduction on the developed numerical approach will
be given in Section 2. Since the full methodology has been presented in
detail earlier, the interested readers are referred to the relevant pub-
lications for more information [18,24]. The respective effects of degree
of hydration, water/cement ratio, particle size range and saturation
degree on the permeability ratio of ITZ to matrix paste will be presented
in Section 3. The value of κITZ/κmatrix is found to strongly depend on the
sample's conditions (degree of hydration, water/cement ratio, particle
size range and saturation degree). The findings presented in this work
are compared with the results from [15].

2. Numerical approach

Since the developed modelling technique has been presented in full
detail in [18,24], only a brief introduction is given here. Nevertheless,
enough information will be provided in this section to enable the
readers to understand how the modelling operation is performed.

2.1. Generation of the bulk material and ITZ

It is well known that the origin of the ITZ derives from the cement
particles packing against the aggregate surface [1]. Since the aggregate
size is in general much larger than that of the cement grains, the ag-
gregate surface can actually be considered flat. When the cement

Fig. 1. Conductivity ratio between mortar and cement paste (σm/σp)
is shown as a function of sand concentration for several values of the
interfacial zone conductivity to bulk matrix (σITZ/σmatrix). Dashed
line indicates no difference in conductivity between mortar and ce-
ment paste at a certain threshold of σITZ/σmatrix. The data shown in
this figure are obtained from [8].
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particles approach this surface of the aggregate, the packing constraints
lead in a global sense to a gradient structure [25]. The differences in
structure gradually diminish away from the aggregate surface to
eventually become insignificant at a certain distance from the aggregate
surface, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

To numerically construct the ITZ structure, the following assump-
tions are made in this work. (1) Since the size of aggregate is much
larger than that of cement grain, the aggregate's surface is assumed to
be planar while cement particles are still treated as spheres; (2)
Aggregate size, shape and volume fraction do not affect the ITZ char-
acteristics; (3) Aggregates are separated far enough so that they do not
interfere with each other. So, to start with, two parallel planes were

fixed in the X-direction to represent the surfaces of neighbouring ag-
gregate grains. Limitations in Y- and Z-direction of specimens were
achieved by periodic boundaries. Fresh cement grains were modelled as
spheres for simplification purposes. All particles were initially gener-
ated in a larger cuboidal container with two rigid walls in X-direction
and four periodic ones in the other Cartesian coordinate directions.
During the dynamic packing process, the size of the container was
gradually diminished until the container reached its desired size and
the structure its objected packing density. Various interactions (par-
ticle-particle, particle-rigid wall) were taken into account to simulate
the mixing process. Herein, the ultimate specimen size was set as
100 μm, commonly considered as a representative size of virtual

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the ITZ structure in our
modelling techniques.

Fig. 3. Porosity gradient existing in the ITZ of fresh specimen. Solid
line represents the simulation results from this study, while the da-
shed line is obtained from experimental data [1].
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cementitious material in the used size range. The number of particles
depends on the pre-set water/cement ratio (that is, packing density)
and particle size distribution. In the present case, the water/cement
ratio was set to 0.4 and the Rosin Rammler function was chosen to
represent the particle size distribution, ranging from 1 to 30 μm (the
number of particles were of the order of 2 × 104 in a 100 μm compu-
tational cube). Note that the water/cement ratio and the particle size
range will be varied later to investigate the effects of the changes in
these two parameters on the κITZ/κmatrix function, as will be described in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

A serial sectioning operation was conducted along the X axis to
measure the porosity as a function of the distance to the aggregate
surface. Due to symmetry reasons, only the results of the 50 μm thick
region neighbouring the left rigid wall are plotted and compared to the
data obtained by experimental measurements [1], as given in Fig. 3.
The gradient porosity curve obtained in this way is found to be in sa-
tisfactory agreement with experimental data, validating the modelled
ITZ and bulk paste structure. This leaves the inner boundary of the ITZ
to be assessed in an objective way, so that the respective contributions
to the permeability of concrete by ITZ and bulk matrix can be de-
termined. In this work, the border of the ITZ is associated with the point
where the porosity will start exceeding the bulk value by a threshold of
2%. A thickness of 15 μm was found as the ITZ thickness in this case,
leaving a region of 70 (=100–2 × 15) μm of bulk zone. Note that no
clear border exists in practice between the ITZ and the matrix due to
pores in the ITZ connecting with pores in the bulk zone [26]. This
complex phenomenon is not within the scope of the presented numer-
ical study. Although the hydration time, water/cement ratio and par-
ticle size range have been proven to affect the ITZ thickness, a constant
value of 15 μm has been consistently used in this work to keep it in
accordance with the setup in [15].

2.2. Three-dimensional matured microstructures

In the next stage, the densified structure retrieved from the particle
packing modelling is used as input for the hydration simulation dis-
cussed in this section. Similar to a real experimental setup, the fresh
specimen needs to react with water to produce matured samples. The
vector-based XIPKM (Extended Integrated Particle Kinetics Model) was
used to simulate the hydration process [27]. The major cement com-
pounds, i.e., tricalcium silicate (C3S), dicalcium silicate (C2S), tri-
calcium aluminate (C3A) and tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF), are
taken into account. The volume fraction of these four phases of the
cement clinker were 61%, 20%, 8% and 11%, respectively. The inter-
ested readers are referred to [27] for more details on XIPKM. The DEM
packed particulate microstructure serves as an input for XIPKM. The
main hydration product, calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), is treated as a
homogenous and impermeable material surrounding the hydrating ce-
ment grains. Although C-S-H has been proven to be a porous medium,
its structure and formation mechanism are still not clear [28–29]. So,
no more details on the internal structure of C-S-H are taken into ac-
count. Due to the hydration reactions, cement particles grow con-
centrically to fill the free space, resulting in a spatial pore network
structure with complex geometric and topological properties. The si-
mulation stops when all available water has been consumed. It is as-
sumed that the ingress of water during the permeability test does not
cause further hydration and does not affect the degree of hydration.
Microstructures at various hydration ages were chosen for further
study.

2.3. Pore delineation and measuring in hardened microstructures

To measure the permeability from a so obtained hydrated structure,
the Double Random Multiple Tree Structuring (DRaMuTS) method was
used to assess the topology of the pore structure of the abovementioned
virtual matured material. DRaMuTS is a robotics-inspired technique,

and has been shown able to perform the porosimetry operation and
provide reliable results in [30]. It starts by distributing random points
throughout the virtual structure of which only the points situated in
pore space are used for further analysis. 105 points have been shown
able to provide precise data at reasonable computational efforts in [18].
The points or nodes dispersed inside the pores are – if possible – con-
nected by unobstructed straight line segments. The result is a tree-like
structure inside the capillary pore network structure of the specimen,
making it possible characterizing its topological properties. Hence,
isolated pores and dead-end pores branching off the continuous main
channels can be distinguished and taken out from the flow simulation
operation at a later stage to optimize performance.

In the next step, local pore volume needs to be assessed to determine
the local pore size. A star volume measuring (SVM) approach is applied
for that purpose. Each point of a second random system is the nucleus of
a star of which a large number of its random rays is used to estimate the
size of the representative sphere. More relevant details can be found in
[31]. The pore information obtained in this way, along with the pore
connectivity will be used as input parameters for permeability calcu-
lations in the next section.

2.4. Permeability calculation of microstructures at various water saturation
degrees

A tube network model was employed in this work to simulate the
fluid flow through the pore network system of the virtual hydrated
specimens. Compared to another popular modelling approach, i.e., the
Lattice Boltzmann method [16], the tube model can be directly applied
to the virtual materials. It does not require the structure to be dis-
cretized into small voxels. The discretization process required by the
Lattice Boltzmann method inevitably results in the resolution issue and
the accuracy of this approach therefore strongly depends on the re-
solution limit. The lower minimum resolution leads to more accurate
result, but also requires more computational effort especially when
there is a large difference between the smallest and largest pores in the
system. In the tube model, a structure consisting of cylindrical tubes
was constructed to represent the pore channels using the locations and
sizes of the pores (pore information is from porosimetry operation as
described in Section 2.3). The influence of actual pore shape on per-
meability estimation is also accounted for, as described in detail in
[18]. Only the main channels or trunks are considered and extracted
from the system for permeability calculations, while the isolated and
dead-end pores are neglected in this study. The main trunk is defined as
the direct path through pore space from the bottom to the top of the
specimen. The water flow through the specimen is activated by an
applied pressure gradient between inlet and outlet nodes located at the
top and bottom surfaces. Similar to a real permeability test, Darcy's law
is also used in the numerical simulation to calculate permeability.
However, applying Darcy's equation requires the specimen to be fully
saturated. Consequently, the pore space is always assumed to be satu-
rated with water in simulations. Later we show how to simulate par-
tially saturated cement paste without violating the condition imposed
on using Darcy's law. The ITZ and bulk paste were simply treated as
independent phases. This treatment is strictly speaking not true since
some pores in the ITZ and cement matrix actually interconnect. This
effect is not taken into account in this work.

As stated earlier, full saturation is assumed for the specimens.
Unfortunately, this is not always the case in practice. Although the
specimens in experiments are immersed into water for long periods of
time to ensure their fully saturated states, it is quite difficult (if not
impossible) to reach and maintain this state [32]. In fact, water eva-
poration inevitably occurs due to humidity changes inside the materials
and this results in samples with variable water content [33]. The major
influence of the water saturation degree on permeability of cement
paste has been studied in [16–18]. It is found that water permeability
significantly decreases with a reduced degree of water saturation. In
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reality, the degree of saturation should increase when the sample is
exposed to water during the permeability test. However, this was not
taken into account in the model. In fact, the empty pores (filled by air)
block the paths for water transport with an identical result as solid
grains would have. A blocking algorithm is therefore developed by the
present authors to generate the samples at various water saturation
degrees, as described in detail in [18]. Impermeable solid spheres are
put at the positions where water is assumed to have evaporated to block
the transport paths. This occurs sequentially starting from the largest
pores in accordance with the Kelvin-Laplace law that tells that air will
occupy the largest pores first. This procedure can be easily carried out
since all pores are already sorted by size and stored in the above-
mentioned porosimetry operation. In this way, the samples at different
saturation degrees can be well represented. The permeability of such
partially saturated specimens calculated from the tube model show a
satisfactory agreement with other published data, validating our nu-
merical approach [18]. The blocking algorithm is used in this work to
obtain the specimens at various saturation degrees. Since large pores
predominantly exists in the ITZ, it can be expected that water eva-
poration in the ITZ differs from that in the bulk phase. This inevitably
affects the permeability of the ITZ and cement matrix and thus the
permeability ratio. The influence of water saturation degree on the κITZ/
κmatrix function will be described in Section 3.4.

3. Results

The methodology described in Section 2 has been applied to cal-
culate the permeability ratio of the ITZ and the bulk cement matrix
(κITZ/κmatrix) at various conditions (i.e., degree of hydration, water/ce-
ment ratio, particle size range and water saturation degree), while the
reference case is a fully saturated specimen with water/cement ratio 0.4
and particle size range of [1 μm, 30 μm]. The results are presented in
this section. Partially saturated specimens will be considered in Section
3.4 while the samples in other cases are always in the fully saturated
state.

3.1. Influence of the degree of hydration

The permeability of ITZ and matrix paste at different degrees of
hydration are respectively plotted in Fig. 4. Degree of hydration (DOH)
is defined as the amount of reacted cement at a certain hydration time
divided by the total amount of cement at the initial stage. As a first
observation, the permeability of ITZ and bulk region show a downward
trend as hydration proceeds. This is attributed to the fact that the
structure gradually densifies at prolonged hydration periods. Moreover,
the two curves in Fig. 4 show a similar (almost log-linear) pattern until

a sharp drop in permeability is found to occur earlier in the bulk matrix
than in the ITZ.

In general, they both slightly decrease at first and then sharply go
down after a certain point, which agrees well with the findings as re-
ported in [34]. The reason why such distinct trend is observed can be
explained as follows. At the early stages of hydration, the pore system is
highly connected. In such a highly connected pore system, pore size
predominantly governs the permeability. The gradual decline in pore
size results therefore in a similar smooth decline in permeability. Once
the pore system starts to de-percolate, pore connectivity becomes the
dominant parameter. As a result, a distinct reduction in pore con-
nectivity during prolonged hydration leads to the sharp drop in per-
meability. The ITZ contains larger pores and higher porosity, resulting
in a higher permeability level at equal DOH than bulk cement paste.
When the system reaches its ultimate degree of hydration, the differ-
ence (in terms of porosity) between the ITZ and bulk phase still exists,
resulting in different permeability values.

In Fig. 5, κITZ/κmatrix is plotted as a function of DOH. Since the
permeability in ITZ and bulk paste are almost proportionally declining
with hydration degree early in the hydration process, the ratio of both
remains almost constant, with a value of about 5. At a higher DOH, the
pore de-percolation starts leading to a sharp decline in permeability in
both cases. Yet, the pore de-percolation effect can be expected to start
earlier in bulk because of the finer pore network structure. The differ-
ence in the pore de-percolation processes of bulk and ITZ will therefore
reveal a distinct peak (of about 52) in κITZ/κmatrix at a DOH of about
0.76. After this peak value, this ratio will decline at prolonged DOH
until hydration ends at the ultimate degree of hydration due to the
sharp drop in the permeability of both ITZ and bulk. According to Shane
[15], the permeability ratio of the ITZ and the cement matrix should be
in the order of 10–20 to overcome the dilution effect of the aggregate
particles, so that the ITZ would promote the transport-based properties.
In this study, except for a narrow region (DOH between 0.7 and 0.8),
the κITZ/κmatrix is in general below 10. This indicates that it is not likely
that the addition of aggregates to cement paste will enhance the per-
meability of concrete.

To the authors' knowledge, there does not exist direct available data
about κITZ/κmatrix versus DOH in the literature. As an alternative, the
numerical data (already verified by experimental results) about the
conductivity ratio of ITZ to matrix paste (σITZ/σmatrix) from [15] was
used to qualitatively validate the observed relationship in Fig. 5. Per-
meability and conductivity both belong to transport-based properties,
so the general features of the κITZ/κmatrix and σITZ/σmatrix graphs should
be similar, making the comparison in the present case acceptable. The
outcome is presented in Fig. 6. The two curves in Fig. 6 show a similarFig. 4. Permeability of the ITZ and cement matrix at various hydration degrees.

Fig. 5. The permeability ratio of the ITZ and cement matrix (κITZ/κmatrix) at various hy-
dration degrees.
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tendency and a peak is observed at approximately similar DOH in both
cases. However, the maximum value of κITZ/κmatrix (about 52) is much
larger than that of σITZ/σmatrix (around 7). A distinct difference like that
can be explained by the Katz-Thompson equation [35–36],

=

σ
σ

d
d

ĸ
ĸ

ITZ

matrix

ITZ

matrix

c ITZ

c matrix

,
2

,
2 (1)

where dc,ITZ and dc,matrix represent the critical pore diameter of ITZ and
cement matrix, respectively. As the ITZ contains larger pores than the
paste, dc,ITZ should be larger than dc,matrix. This causes the permeability
ratio in general to exceed the conductivity ratio. Also, the peak value of
52 observed in this study is well within the range (10−100) estimated
in [15], and quite close to the calculated value of 35 in [8].

3.2. Influence of water/cement ratio

The influence of water/cement ratio (w/c) on the κITZ/κmatrix versus
DOH graph will be discussed in this section. The results are presented in
Figs. 7–8. Note that water/cement ratio is the only parameter in this
part of the study that is varied. The other parameters are kept constant.
In general, a similar relationship between permeability and DOH is
found in all cases while the sample with higher w/c has larger perme-
ability. An increase in w/c also results in a later de-percolation phe-
nomenon. This is the reason why the peak value of κITZ/κmatrix shifts to
the right with increasing values of w/c, as revealed by Fig. 8. The peak
values of κITZ/κmatrix in all samples are larger than 20, indicating that
adding aggregates to cement paste may lead to an increased perme-
ability of concrete. For the specimens that have a smaller κITZ/κmatrix,
adding aggregates to cement may have a negative effect on the per-
meability of concrete due to dilution and tortuosity effects. Ad-
ditionally, Fig. 7 shows that the hydration stops at a DOH equal to 0.63,
0.81 and 0.89 in the specimens with w/c of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, respec-
tively. This is attributed to the different amounts of water available for
cement hydration in the abovementioned structures, whereby a larger
water content results in a larger value of the DOH. Fig. 7a shows that
the hydration process of a specimen with w/c= 0.3 stops at
DOH = 0.63 (before the de-percolation) since no water is available for
further hydration. This is why the permeability of the specimen with w/
c = 0.3 ends at a higher value than that of the sample with w/c= 0.4
and different permeability values for the ITZ and matrix are still ob-
served at ultimate DOH. In the case of w/c= 0.4, for the ITZ and ce-
ment matrix a similar permeability is found because the difference in
pore structure (i.e., porosity and pore size) between the ITZ and matrix
is diminished at ultimate DOH (after the de-percolation). Although the
specimen with w/c = 0.5 reaches the highest DOH, the structure still
does not de-percolate due to its greatest inherent porosity. As a con-
sequence, no significant reduction in permeability is observed in the

cases of w/c= 0.5.

3.3. Influence of particle size range

Since the particle size range has a significant influence on the hy-
dration process and thus the permeability, its effects on the κITZ/κmatrix

curve are also investigated and presented in this section. Similar to

Fig. 6. The κITZ/κmatrix at various hydration degrees obtained in this study and the con-
ductivity ratio curve according to [15]. (a) w/c = 0.3

(b) w/c = 0.4

(c) w/c = 0.5

Fig. 7. Permeability of ITZ and matrix versus degree of hydration at different w/c.
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Section 3.2, the relationship between the permeability of the ITZ and
bulk paste with respect to the hydration degree at different particle size
ranges (PSRs) is first shown in Fig. 9. The minimum particle size for all
specimens was set to 1 μm. The maximum particle size for the PSR15,
PSR30 and PSR45 specimens was set to 15 μm, 30 μm and 45 μm, re-
spectively. The w/c was kept constant at 0.4 in this case. The general
tendency observed in Fig. 9 is in accordance with the findings presented
in the previous sections. Special attention needs to be given to the
samples with PSR15 and PSR45 since they end at a higher permeability
and the curves in Fig. 9a and c do not overlap at high degree of hy-
dration in contrast to the PSR30 sample. This is attributed to the dif-
ferent compositions in these cases. PSR15 contains a large amount of
small particles and PSR45 a small amount of large particles, while
PSR30 is an intermediate case. The difference in composition results in
a different hydration process and thus a different pore structure. As a
consequence, although the hydration process of PSR15 and PSR30
samples stops at similar ultimate DOH, the structure of PSR15 specimen
does not de-percolate similarly as that of PSR30. Hence, PSR15 achieves
a higher permeability compared to PSR30. Moreover, the curves for
PSR15 (Fig. 9a) do not overlap at high DOH, resulting in no apparent
drop of the κITZ/κmatrix for PSR15 in Fig. 10. In the case of PSR45, al-
though there still exists a small amount of water for continuous hy-
dration, the hydration process after DOH = 0.73 becomes very slow
and the changes in structure are less significant for further considera-
tion. So, the hydration process of PSR45 is assumed to stop at
DOH = 0.73 (before the de-percolation point). Therefore, a dramatic
decrease in permeability values of PSR45 samples do not occur. As a
result, similar to PSR15, PSR45 also reaches a higher permeability
compared to PSR30 and the curves for PSR45 (Fig. 9c) do not overlap at
high DOH. Finally, the κITZ/κmatrix level of the PSR45 sample seems to
be higher than that of the other two cases. A possible reason may be
that the assumption of a constant ITZ thickness in this work is not true.
The influence of the particle size range on the ITZ structure has been
shown in [37]. However, this effect is not taken into account in the
presented study to maintain consistency with Shane's work [15].

3.4. Influence of water saturation degree

Until now, all the samples used in this study were presumed at fully
saturated state. However, this is not always the case in practice. Due to
the humidity changes in the environment, water evaporation inevitably
occurs inside samples. The significant effects of the water saturation
degree (S) on permeability have been demonstrated in [16–18]. To si-
mulate the water evaporation in the numerical model, the blocking
algorithm as described in Section 2.4 was used to obtain samples at

various saturation degrees. The data concerning the influence of water
saturation degree on κITZ/κmatrix are presented in Figs. 11–12. Large
pores are easier to loose water in contrast to the small ones according to
the Kelvin-Laplace equation. During the blocking operation for gen-
erating the partially saturated specimens, the large pores are first
blocked at a decreasing degree of water saturation. Large pores

Fig. 8. κITZ/κmatrix versus degree of hydration at different w/c.

(a) PSR15   

(b) PSR30

(c) PSR45

Fig. 9. Permeability of ITZ and matrix versus degree of hydration at different PSR. PSR15,
PSR30 and PSR45 represents particle size range [1 μm, 15 μm], [1 μm, 30 μm] and [1 μm,
45 μm], respectively.
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predominantly exist in the ITZ region. This leads to a disproportional
amount of blocked pores in the ITZ with respect to the bulk matrix for a
given saturation degree. The difference between the ITZ and paste (in
terms of pore structure) thus gradually decreases and finally disappears.
Fig. 11 shows the permeability of the ITZ gradually to approach that of
the cement matrix when S is reduced from 100% to 67%, and the two
curves seem to overlap at S= 44%. This indicates that the difference in
permeability between the ITZ and cement matrix also gradually de-
creases and almost vanishes at S= 44%. Hence, the peak value of κITZ/
κmatrix is found to gradually go down to finally completely vanish in
Fig. 12. When S reaches 44%, the permeability of ITZ is close to that of
the cement matrix, resulting in an almost constant value (1–2) of κITZ/
κmatrix. In this case, the dilution and tortuosity effects will cause the ITZ
not to contribute to an increase in the overall permeability of concrete,
so a reduction in permeability at an increased amount of aggregates can
be expected, as experimentally observed in [5].

4. Discussion

As an important phase in concrete, the ITZ has long been considered
as a zone of weakness, in terms of both strength and fluid permeation
[2]. Although the ITZ is known to have larger pores and to be more
permeable than the cement matrix, its influence on the overall per-
meability of concrete is still uncertain.

In fact, contradictory experimental results are obtained by different
researchers. The ITZ percolation theory predicts that concrete perme-
ability will rise at increasing aggregate content and that a sudden in-
crease in permeability should occur at a critical aggregate fraction
when the more permeable ITZ regions surrounding the aggregates start
to interconnect. This is confirmed by Halamickova's work [4], but an
inverse trend is also reported in [5], indicating a decreasing perme-
ability with the addition of aggregates into the cement paste. When
more aggregates are introduced into cement paste for promoting the
impermeability of the concrete, except for the ITZ effect, two other
competing effects (dilution and tortuosity) should be accounted for.
According to Shane [15], the ITZ will govern the ionic transport when
the conductivity ratio of the ITZ and cement matrix is of the order of
10–20. Shane's work inspired us to study the quantitative difference
between the permeability of the ITZ and that of the bulk cement paste,
which had not been carried out yet but could provide a new insight into
the controversial experimental results. A DEM-based simulation ap-
proach is used to achieve these objectives.

For cement in normal concrete (w/c= 0.4, particle size range from
1 μm to 30 μm), it is found that the permeability ratio of the ITZ to bulk
paste (κITZ/κmatrix) is actually a function of the hydration degree. The

κITZ/κmatrix curve reaches its peak value (about 52) at a degree of hy-
dration of 0.76, which is larger than the threshold value proposed by
Shane. It indicates that the ITZ effect is the dominant factor in this case.
The origin of this peak is due to the different starting points of the pore
de-percolation process, which can be expected to start earlier in the
bulk because of the finer pore network structure. The κITZ/κmatrix curve
is in general below 10 in other hydration periods, implying the dilution

Fig. 10. κITZ/κmatrix versus degree of hydration at different PSR.

(a) S=100%

(b) S=67%

(c) S=44%

Fig. 11. Permeability of ITZ and matrix versus degree of hydration at various saturation
degrees.
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and tortuosity effects to dominate. This conforms to the observations
published in [15]. Variation in the material parameters (i.e., water/
cement ratio and particle size range) leads to similar phenomena, but
with a certain shift of the peak value. This is attributed to the fact that
the pores in the ITZ and bulk matrix de-percolate at different overall
DOH in different samples. Note that for a particle size range of 1 μm to
45 μm, an obvious peak is absent since the hydration process of this
specimen becomes very slow and is almost negligible before reaching
the de-percolation threshold, so the κITZ/κmatrix curve remains on an
almost constant level. Further, the effect of the water saturation degree
on the permeability ratio is studied to represent practical conditions. It
is found that the peak value of the κITZ/κmatrix curve gradually decreases
and finally completely vanishes when the saturation degree is reduced
from 100% via 67% to 44%. This indicates that it is not likely that the
ITZ would significantly enhance the permeability of concrete in this
case.

The numerical approach used herein is restricted in some respects.
In the first place, cracks existing in real ‘virgin’ concrete are not taken
into account in this study. These shrinkage cracks will predominantly
develop in the inner side of the ITZ region and interconnect with each
other to form only a continuous transport path at high aggregate den-
sity, thereby facilitating fluid flow and promoting permeability. This
may result in a lifting of the κITZ/κmatrix curve as shown in Fig. 5.
However, cracks are not easy to model since their locations and or-
ientations in particularly loaded concrete vary a lot even in similar
specimens. The interaction of such cracks and the pore channels make
things even more complicated. It is therefore quite reasonable to have
limited the number of variables in the present study rather than making
the set up too complicated. In the second place, the thickness of the ITZ
is kept constant in our simulations to be able comparing outcomes with
those in [15]. Yet, previous studies have shown that the ITZ thickness
depends on the material properties. Then, the sample has to be im-
mersed into water for long periods of time to ensure its fully saturated
state before conducting permeability measurements in practice. This
surplus of water will inevitably lead to a continuing hydration process,
a deficit in experimental approaches. However, this effect is not taken
into account in this work and the microstructure obtained after hy-
dration simulation is assumed to be unchanged. Moreover, the exposure
to water during the permeability test is assumed not to affect the sa-
turation degree of the specimen in this study. Finally, ITZ and bulk
paste have to be distinguished to identify their respective contributions
to the overall permeability of concrete, as intensively discussed herein.
This treatment is somewhat artificial since the pores in the ITZ will
actually also connect to the pores in the cement matrix. This is funda-
mental and therefore not a limitation of the present approach. The first
two restrictions could possibly be eliminated in future research. Parti-
cularly explicitly considering micro-cracking in combination with

porosity could enhance the methodology, although it is expected that
the present day restrictions have not significantly affected the conclu-
sions that can be drawn from this study.

5. Conclusions

The permeability ratio of the ITZ and the cement matrix is an im-
portant parameter that determines the influence of the ITZ on the
permeability of concrete. This factor is thoroughly studied by simu-
lating a 100 μm cement paste sandwiched structure between two par-
allel aggregate surfaces leading to ITZs with a constant width of 15 μm
for different parameters, i.e., hydration duration, water/cement ratio,
cement particle size range and saturation degree. Note that the concrete
scale was not modelled so effects such as dilution, tortuosity, aggregate
size and shape were not considered in this paper.

Although the ITZ contains a higher porosity and thus has a higher
local permeability than that of bulk paste, its net effect on the overall
permeability of concrete is actually limited. Only in a narrow region of
the hydration degree, a peak value is observed in the abovementioned
permeability ratio curve. This undergoes a limited shift for different
water/cement ratios and particle size ranges. Specifically, the ITZ
dominates the flow transport through the specimen in this narrow
range. Otherwise, the dilution and the tortuosity effects will exceed that
of the ITZ. Even at a high aggregate fraction, whereby the ITZs would
be interconnected or percolated, the relevant predictions by the per-
colation theory of increasing permeability and finally a dramatic in-
crease can hardly be expected. Concrete in service easily loses water
due to the humidity changes in the environment, resulting in a partially
saturated specimen. The associated water saturation degree is found to
reduce the difference in permeability of the ITZ and the cement matrix.
Almost a constant permeability ratio between the ITZ and bulk paste at
different hydration stages of 1–2 is observed at a water saturation de-
gree of 44%. Therefore, the ITZ and ITZ percolation will probably not
significantly promote the transport properties of concrete in practice.

Of course, micro-cracking along the ITZ of real concrete could be an
intriguing factor in determining flow transport, particularly when ITZs
are percolated. The study of combined porosity and micro-cracking
effects would require large computer efforts and is therefore a topic for
future research on ‘compucrete’ (computational concrete) as conducted
herein.
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